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Perth Festival acknowledges the Noongar people who continue to practise
their values, language, beliefs and knowledge on their kwobidak boodjar.
They remain the spiritual and cultural birdiyangara of this place and we honour
and respect their caretakers and custodians and the vital role Noongar people
play for our community and our Festival to flourish.
Acknowledgment developed by Associate Artist Kylie Bracknell with support from Perth Festival’s Noongar Advisory Circle
(Vivienne Binyarn Hansen, Mitchella Waljin Hutchins, Carol Innes, Barry McGuire, Richard Walley OAM & Roma Yibiyung Winmar)

SYNOPSIS
Before lockdown, before COVID-19’s isolating style of death and madness, when we were trying hard to focus on our treatment of
the planet.
When Australia was on fire. When the world was sick.
When graphs were presented by scientific organisations predicting how long we had until it was too late to remedy the destruction.
I was nursing a baby and thinking about how it was all going to end. How we were going to end. I sang lullabies to one of the last little boys.
I began to write them down.
Then, as if we couldn’t stand to not be the centre of attention, humans became the patient.
I guess we had put our oxygen mask on first.
Concern for land and water and biodiversity waned.
Conspiracy theories became the new fireside myths. It’s easier to imagine a sinister plan than a slow, natural, inevitable extinction.
We don’t gather, don’t mass. We’re huddled, separate. Waiting. The skies are bluer, the birds are louder.
I am nursing a baby boy and thinking differently about how it all might end. I sing us both lullabies, little end time hymns. I’ve been writing
them down.
– Rachael Dease

CREDITS
Written & Performed by Rachael Dease

Musical Director Mia Brine

Arranged by Alice Humphries, Kathy Potter & Mia Brine

Featuring West Australian Symphony Orchestra & Voyces

Image: ‘The Mountain’ single cover
Original artwork Drift by Sarah Duncan
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KEY THEMES
FRAGILITY
The show looks at the fragility of life on our planet.
The past year has seen us face lots of challenges as a species.
What are three things you would like to see us overcome?

UNITY
Hymns for End Times also explores how we can work together to create a better
future. This is a bit like all the instruments in an orchestra playing a small part to
make one bigger, comprehensive sound.
What are your favourite songs that give you inspiration? Make a playlist on
Spotify or YouTube.

MOTHERHOOD
Rachael Dease composed this work while she was looking after her newborn son.
She has woven ideas of motherhood and hopes for her children into her songs.
What traits have you inherited from your family and the people that raised you
(even if you don’t want to admit it)? A sense of humour? A love of spicy food?
An ability to nap anywhere?

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
LISTEN to an interview with song writer Rachael Dease here:
podcast.wam.org.au/2020/10/26/episode-8-rachael-dease/

WATCH an excerpt of a piece Rachael Dease composed for the Dark Mofo Festival in Tasmania here:
rachaeldease.com/dark-mofos-winterfeast
How does what you are seeing connect to what you are hearing?
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Q&A WITH WRITER/COMPOSER
RACHAEL DEASE
THE MAKING OF HYMNS FOR END TIMES
How did you get to work on this project? Was it your idea?
The album started as a passion project. It was never my goal to necessarily release it, let alone perform it live. Anna Reece (Perth
Festival Executive Producer) thought it could work, and at the beginning of the process it was really her buoyant energy that
convinced me. Then the Festival’s Iain Grandage and Anna Kosky and Tristen Parr from Tura New Music helped find a way to make it all
happen. There’s definitely some magic people involved. So while I wrote it, the scale of the work is beyond one person.

What’s been your favourite part of the making process so far, and why?
My favourite part of the process is seeing this brilliant team come to life, all working towards something that started as this tiny kernel,
this little dream. That and Bruce McKinven’s set ideas.

What’s been the most difficult part of the making process so far, and why?
The most difficult part for me is always managing anxiety and not feeling overwhelmed. That and juggling domestic life. I used to write
all night, and I really miss that. But I also find I’m much more efficient with time now.

Are there any other artists, companies or works that have been an inspiration for this work?
I’ve had trouble listening to music the last few years. I think I work with it so much, I forget to just listen for pleasure. Hopefully
that changes again soon. There is a definite nod to Górecki, Johann Johannsson, William Basinski, Nick Cave, Hildur Guðnadóttir,
Max Richter. Films by Denis Villeneuve, Lars von Trier, Ari Aster. Books by Oliver Sacks, Cormac McCarthy. That took a bit of dissecting!
I’m often unaware of what is soaking in at the time, like an oblivious bower bird.

Why did you want to make this work?
Musically, I think it just had to come out. The writing came about naturally and easily, but the idea of transforming this into a theatre
is kind of beautiful madness. The only way you could really create a live version of the work would be to have amazing arrangers, an
orchestra, a choir, a musical director. Perth Festival saw how this could happen before I did, really. When someone says ‘Hey! Let’s
do this!’ I tend to say yes. It’s all very thrilling.

How has it changed from the first idea to where it is now? Why did those changes happen?
It’s had a very clear path really. It became apparent that it needed to be treated more like theatre than a straight performance, so that
has changed a bit. We have the most incredible venue to play in, and we’re trying to use it to its potential.

What are you hoping the audience experiences when they see and hear this work?
I’d really like them to feel welcome, to take a moment to feel and experience things that perhaps they were putting off. Mostly I want
them to feel a connection to strangers in the room, that we’re all on a difficult, mad journey each with our own sadness and joys.
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BEFORE THE SHOW
WHAT IS A HYMN?
Hymn: A hymn is a type of song specifically written for the purpose of adoration or prayer,
addressed to a god, deity or higher being.
What do you think of when you hear the word hymn?
Who usually sings them and what do they sound like?
Lots of contemporary musicians have written their own songs that refer to hymns.
WATCH Idle’s song called A Hymn here:
nme.com/en_au/reviews/track/idles-tender-new-song-a-hymn-review-2707935
and Nick Cave’s Cannibal’s Hymn here:
youtu.be/9LoxFZC5idY
Do these sound like traditional hymns to you? Why or why not?

LISTEN to some excerpts from the songs in Hymns for End Times here:
rachaeldease.com/hymns-for-end-times

DISCUSS with a partner what similarities you can find between all of these songs.
Consider:
• Lyrics
• Instruments
• Atmosphere and mood

GEOGRAPHICAL AND ASTRONOMICAL EVENTS
LOOK at the following photos of the Australian bushfires of 2019/20 here:
bbc.com/news/in-pictures-50971879
What are the reasons for an increase in bushfires? What can we do to reduce the
prominence of these fires?

WATCH this video of James Turrell’s artwork Roden Crater here:
youtu.be/g0g6JFYRKxQ
Rachael Dease was partially inspired by this artwork in the creation of Hymns for End Times.
Turrell says at the very start, ‘my desire is to bring astronomical events and objects down
into your personal, lived in space’.
What other astronomical events have inspired works of art? Think about films, songs,
poems, novels, paintings … What event would you choose to create something about?
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ATTENDING LIVE PERFORMANCE

Image: Bruce McKinven

BE ON TIME
The show will start promptly, so leave heaps of time to find the venue and go to the toilet. Latecomers will not
be admitted until an appropriate break in the show, and for many shows you won’t be let in if you arrive late
or leave the theatre during the show.

THINGS WE WANT TO HEAR ...
Live performance is energised by positive audience reactions – laugh when it’s funny, cry when
it’s sad and applaud at the end.

... AND THINGS WE DON’T
Food wrappers and plastic packets make a lot of noise. It is generally accepted that the audience
does not eat during a performance.
Mobile phones must be switched off (not on vibrate). If your phone rings during a performance, it
can be very embarrassing for you and very distracting for the performers. Even silently messaging
is not cool, because the glow of the screen is off-putting for performers and audiences.
Chatting and whispering during the show is annoying for other audience members and can be
very distracting for performers.

PHOTOGRAPHS
We love seeing you at Festival events. Take photos in the foyer when you arrive or after the show, and tag us
using @PerthFest and #PerthFest, or re-post our stories with your hot takes, we love it!
Taking photos, videos or audio recordings is not allowed in the shows though. This is because of copyright
issues of the designs and because of the whole distraction thing.
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AFTER THE SHOW
DESIGN IN THE THEATRE
Visual design plays a huge part in portraying Hymns for End Times on stage.
Consider Bruce McKinven’s design for the show.
SKETCH AND LABEL what you saw.
Textures, colours, shapes, scale …

CONSIDER
How you would design for a show that doesn’t necessarily
have clear characters and narrative?
What elements did Bruce McKinven highlight?
LOOK at these planning documents from the designer.
Did you see these make it into the final show?
How did you feel when you saw them?
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AFTER THE SHOW
READ this short article on skills needed for theatre design:
theguardian.com/culture-professionals-network/2015/mar/10/how-to-become-atheatre-designer
CREATE a design for live performance for a play, musical work or text you are studying.
There’s a great process outlined here, with supporting videos:
learn.schooltheatre.org/creating-a-set-design

REFLECTING ON LIVE PERFORMANCE
There are many different ways to write a review, as reviews express an individual’s thoughts and feelings
about a show.
Reviews should reflect how you felt about a show, not what you think you should have felt.
Here’s a link to a handy template for you to WRITE a review of Hymns for End Times:
perthfestival.com.au/media/lz3hwgdz/cl-resources-reviewing-live-performance-instructions-doc_20210111.pdf
You don’t have to be published in a newspaper to write a review. In the digital age, the act of reviewing has changed
immensely. You can blog, Tweet, TikTok, Instagram, run a Facebook page … it has enabled platforms for a broad range
of voices to participate in the reviewing process that previously would not have been heard.

WRITE a 140-character Twitter review of the work

READ a selection of past review of Rachael Dease’s work here: rachaeldease.com/reviews

EXPLORE the works of Górecki, Johann Johannsson, William Basinski, Nick Cave, Hildur Guðnadóttir and
Max Richter to extend your ideas.

CREATE a new playlist of songs that are inspired by the show. They might sound like the show or explore
the same themes or feelings as the show.
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CURRICULUM LINKS
SUBJECT AREA

YEAR LEVEL

CONNECTIONS

Music

Year 11 & 12

Western arts music, exploring Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time,
symphonic composition, influence of social and cultural factors on works

Year 11 & 12

Theatre design; manipulating the elements of drama to create dramatic action
by exploring choices; directing and design processes through improvisation
and collaborative processes; impact of changing historical, social and cultural
values on drama production for audience reception

Drama

This Creative Learning Resource was prepared by Libby Klysz
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